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Carolina Moon
CAROLINA MOON- The beautiful Killaney cousins concoct wonderful products for their shop Lotions and Potions. But one particular batch seems to have a peculiar and wonderful effect on the new men in their lives. Have they really created Love Potion #10, or are the sexual encounters nothing more than animal attraction?HE LOVES ME, HE LOVES ME NOT - Diana refuses to be won over by the overly macho, arrogant, works-with-his-hands Damian. But when Damian begins using a new lotion on his hands, Diana can't
keep her hands off of him.MOVIE MAGIC - Serious, responsible Elizabeth enjoys a clandestine encounter with the exotic Enrique until she finds out he's a much younger man. Is the lotion she's using to blame for their undeniable attraction?I DREAM OF JEANNIE - Jeannie is fascinated with the clean-cut professor who claims to dream about her every night. She'd like to play house with him on a permanent basis, but is this all about the #10 shaving cream he's using?***Originally published as The Perfect 10"Janice Maynard
has written three sexy and overall great stories... a Perfect 10 all the way! - RRTErotic"Witty and provocative." - Affaire de Coeur"Readers will be caught up in the story from page one." - Loveromances.com"...the level of writing is superb." - A Romance Review
Returning to the hometown where her best friend Hope had been murdered as a girl, Tory Bodeen decides to face down her memories from that awful night and, in doing so, forges a relationship with Hope's older brother Cade Lavelle. Reissue. 150,000 first printing.
In the course of this wide-ranging, richly detailed novel, every kind of human problem finds its way to the doorstep of Quee Purdy, a tireless entrepreneur for whom love and sex are the "hot commodities" in which she deals. McCorkle's extraordinary storytelling skills allow her to juggle at least six parallel stories in a novel about playing God. And she does it divinely.
The two Muslim poets featured in Scott Kugle's comparative study lived separate lives during the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries in the Deccan region of southern India. Here, they meet in the realm of literary imagination, illuminating the complexity of gender, sexuality, and religious practice in South Asian Islamic culture. Shah Siraj Awrangabadi (1715-1763), known as "Sun," was a Sunni who, after a youthful homosexual love affair, gave up sexual relationships to follow a path of personal holiness. Mah Laqa Bai
Chanda (1768-1820), known as "Moon," was a Shi'i and courtesan dancer who transferred her seduction of men to the pursuit of mystical love. Both were poets in the Urdu language of the ghazal, or love lyric, often fusing a spiritual quest with erotic imagery. Kugle argues that Sun and Moon expressed through their poetry exceptions to the general rules of heteronormativity and gender inequality common in their patriarchal societies. Their art provides a lens for a more subtle understanding of both the reach and the limitations
of gender roles in Islamic and South Asian culture and underscores how the arts of poetry, music, and dance are integral to Islamic religious life. Integrated throughout are Kugle's translations of Urdu and Persian poetry previously unavailable in English.
The Girl who Chased the Moon
Moon Coastal Carolinas
Gone by Dark
Sanctuary and Carolina Moon
The Story of Carolina Moon
State birds, flowers, trees, and animals brought to board book form for the youngest book lovers. Toddlers will delight in this board book filled with rhyming riddles, framed by brightly painted clues, that introduce elements that make South Carolina so special.
When the bodies start piling up, Detective Moon is feeling the pressure by her Lieutenant to get the case solved. Between her partner acting strange and Austin, her boyfriend on the K9 team, secrets unravel around her and those of her past. As she brings on her friend from the FBI, Carolina starts to realize the truth and knows the killer is close by. As Carolina unravels her past and the people close to her, she must do what she can to catch the killer before he kills again.
Lusty historical romance set in Charleston, South Carolina during the Revolutionary War in 1780-1781.
A dream became reality for North and South Carolina when they were granted an NFL expansion in 1993. Fireworks exploded over the city of Charlotte as the Panthers won their first game with a bang! Cheer alongside their mascot, Sir Purr, and find out what the Carolina Panthers are capable of in this title for beginning readers.
Sounds Like Home
The Wedding Killer: A Carolina Moon Story
Growing Up Black and Deaf in the South
Gradual failure : the air war over North Vietnam 1965-1966
Goodnight Moon
Contained within these pages are the true-life stories of an African American family conditioned by racism, but inspired by love, heartbreak, courage and resilience, told through the eyes of a daughter. There are extraordinary narratives about ordinary, and some not so ordinary people, that you may not have ever heard. If these stories were accessible to you, wouldn't you want to hear them? For instance, like the expression of art, or the art of conversation where participants share
information. If not, would this mean that these narratives aren't entertaining or valid? I am the descendent of African Slaves from South Carolina, but eminence before that. This information was not included in my educational curriculum growing up in the United States, I had to find it out for myself. In a quest for additional knowledge and understanding, thereof. I have journeyed back to Africa, traveled abroad to Europe, visited California, Mexico, and several Caribbean Islands including
but not limited to Barbados and Puerto Rico. What I found was Myself. These stories emerge and continue to influence my world view, unknowingly to many, an original view. As a former English Professor, and writer, it is my mission to recount such stories adding splendor and authenticity to the fabric of world history.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author-a spellbinding tale about a woman who, though battered in both body and spirit, never loses hope...
From the sprawling green countryside of Shenandoah to the mists rising over the Great Smoky Mountains, endless adventure and beauty await along America's most scenic highway. Inside Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip you'll find: Multiple Itineraries: Choose from flexible getaways along the Blue Ridge Parkway, including the ultimate two-week route, a four-day loop from D.C., and more Eat, sleep, stop and explore: With lists of the best hikes, views, restaurants, and more, you can
listen to live bluegrass, find the best barbecue around, or sip local moonshine. Wander through the renowned museums in Washington D.C. or take a break in a charming mountain town. Explore a labyrinthine cave system, hike a leg of the famous Appalachian Trail, and spot black bears and elk in Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Try your hand at gem mining, spend an afternoon antique hunting, or pick fruit at a family-owned orchard Maps and driving tools: Easy-to-use maps keep
you oriented on and off the highway, along with site-to-site mileage, driving times, detailed directions, and full-color photos throughout Local expertise: North Carolinian and mountaineer Jason Frye shares his top tips for what to do Planning your trip: Know when and where to get gas, how to avoid traffic, tips for driving in different road and weather conditions, and suggestions for LBGTQ+ travelers, seniors, and road trippers with children With Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip's
flexible itineraries and practical tips you're ready to fill up and hit the road. Exploring more of America on wheels? Try Moon Nashville to New Orleans Road Trip or Moon Drive & Hike Appalachian Trail. Doing more than driving through? Check out Moon Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
As boredom was spreading through the homicide department due to no cases, Detective Carolina Moon finally gets a new case. Showing up at the first murder scene, Carolina discovers the victim relaxing but with a masquerade mask. Upon further looking over the victim, it is seen they are not only dealing with one murderer, but two. With the crime scene completely clear of evidence of who the murderers are, Detective Moon and Detective Artinley realize there is more to the murders
when they discover a connection that dates back twenty years when eleven children were abducted and their cases ran cold.Now knowing they need to find the two killers and the reason behind the killings, Detective Moon and Detective Artinley are racing the clock before the murderers strike again.
Colorado Elevations
The Carolina Panthers Story
With Great Smoky Mountains National Park
How High the Moon
A Carolina Moon Mystery

Numerous women are being taken, but when one of the victims, Harliegh Mangsfield, escapes, she proves to be difficult. After detectives from his own department don't want to deal with her anymore, Captain Moorse brings on detective Carolina Moon and her fiance Austin Droper, old friends, to help with the case. Once Carolina and Austin arrive in Anchorage they get started on Harliegh's case, proving not only is the victim a pain to work with, but also secrets lie within her and her family. Traveling to Alaska and Victoria, BC, Carolina realizes she was invited to work a case that will test her and what she
can accomplish in an unknown territory and the different personalities that go around.
From the Outer Banks to Asheville, discover the best of the Tar Heel State with Moon North Carolina. Inside you'll find: Flexible itineraries, including scenic drives along the Blue Ridge Parkway, a weekend in Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and getaways to Asheville, Raleigh-Durham, and Charlotte Strategic advice designed for hikers, beach-goers, foodies, wildlife-watchers, and more The top local experiences: Explore the gardens of the Biltmore Estate, check out the art museum in Raleigh, or kick back with a craft beer at an outdoor concert in Wilmington. Escape to the Outer Banks for a glimpse of
wild horses, historic lighthouses, and remote islands. Tap your foot to live bluegrass and dig in to famous North Carolina barbecue Outdoor activities: Hike to waterfalls or challenge yourself to climb the highest peaks in Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Kayak around Kitty Hawk, whitewater raft in the wild Nantahala River Gorge, hang glide, or spend a day fly-fishing Expert tips from North Carolina local Jason Frye on when to go, how to get around, and where to stay, from rugged campgrounds to historic inns and beachside B&Bs Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout Thorough background
on the landscape, climate, wildlife, and local culture With Moon North Carolina's expert advice and local insight, you can find your adventure. Focusing on the mountains? Check out Moon Asheville & the Great Smoky Mountains. Can't get enough of the beach? Try Moon North Carolina Coast.
Crescent Moon over Carolina examines the life of Major General William Moultrie (1730-1805) who is best remembered for his valiant defense of an unfinished log fort on Sullivan's Island at the entrance to Charleston harbor against a determined British naval attack on June 28, 1776. While the Continental Congress in Philadelphia considered a draft of the Declaration of Independence, Moultrie and his garrison of South Carolinians proved that untested, but courageous, American soldiers could stand firm and prevail against British might. Every fort that has since occupied the site has borne his name, but
Moultrie was more than the iconic defender of Charleston. Postwar he served two terms as governor and became one of South Carolina's most influential elder statesmen during the early years of the American Republic. In this first and only book-length biography of William Moultrie, C. L. Bragg combines a scholarly survey of lowcountry South Carolina culture, the American Revolution, and the early political history of the state and the United States. Bragg also brings to light primary sources that are published here for the first time--revealing documents that provide fresh insight into the political and
cultural values of Moultrie and his fellow South Carolinians. Crescent Moon over Carolina offers engaging narrative, detailed maps, and beautiful illustrations that will stand as an important addition to the body of literature for those interested in Revolutionary South Carolina. Bragg leaves us with a clearer understanding of Moultrie--a political and military leader who counted among his friends, associates, and correspondents many of our nation's ardent patriots and founding fathers. Moultrie's service to state and country has earned him a respected place in history.
Both suspenseful and deeply moving, Carolina Moonset is an engrossing novel about family, memories both golden and terrible, and secrets too dangerous to stay hidden forever, from New York Times bestselling and Emmy Award-winning author, Matt Goldman. Joey Green has returned to Beaufort, South Carolina, with its palmettos and shrimp boats, to look after his ailing father, who is succumbing to dementia, while his overstressed mother takes a break. Marshall Green s short-term memory has all but evaporated, but, as if in compensation, his oldest memories are more vivid than ever. His mind keeps
slipping backwards in time, retreating into long-ago yesterdays of growing up in Beaufort as a boy. At first this seems like a blessing of sorts, with the past providing a refuge from a shrinking future, but Joey grows increasingly anxious as his father s hallucinatory arguments with figures from his youth begin to hint at deadly secrets, scandals, and suspicions long buried and forgotten. Resurfacing from decades past are mysteries that still have the power to shatter lives̶and change everything Joey thought he knew. Especially when a new murder brings the police to his door... At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
William Moultrie and American Liberty
A Carolina Moon Mystery:
Follow the Moon Home
Carolina Moon
The Adventures of Carolina Moon
In this classic of children's literature, beloved by generations of readers and listeners, the quiet poetry of the words and the gentle, lulling illustrations combine to make a perfect book for the end of the day. In a great green room, tucked away in bed, is a little bunny. "Goodnight room, goodnight moon." And to all the familiar things in the softly lit room—to the picture of the three little bears sitting on chairs, to the clocks and his socks, to the mittens and the kittens, to everything one by one—the little bunny says goodnight. One
of the most beloved books of all time, Goodnight Moon is a must for every bookshelf and a time-honored gift for baby showers and other special events.
To Kill a Mockingbird meets One Crazy Summer in this powerful, bittersweet debut about one girl's journey to reconnect with her mother and learn the truth about her father in the tumultuous times of the Jim Crow South. "Timely, captivating, and lovely. So glad this book is in the world." --Jacqueline Woodson, author of Brown Girl Dreaming In the small town of Alcolu, South Carolina, in 1944, 12-year-old Ella spends her days fishing and running around with her best friend Henry and cousin Myrna. But life is not always so sunny
for Ella, who gets bullied for her light skin tone and whose mother is away pursuing a jazz singer dream in Boston. So Ella is ecstatic when her mother invites her to visit for Christmas. Little does she expect the truths she will discover about her mother, the father she never knew and her family's most unlikely history. And after a life-changing month, she returns South and is shocked by the news that her schoolmate George has been arrested for the murder of two local white girls. Bittersweet and eye-opening, How High the Moon
is a timeless novel about a girl finding herself in a world all but determined to hold her down.
"A book about loggerhead sea turtles, and a girl's attempts to help save their babies from man-made light."-Carolina MoonPenguin
When Sun Meets Moon
A Carolina Moon Story
Little South Carolina
Crescent Moon Over Carolina
Boondocks

Moon Travel Guides: Discover the Carolinas in a New Way! Get to know this historic and beautiful stretch of American coastline, from the "wreckers" of the Outer Banks to the "snowbirds" of Hilton Head with Moon Coastal Carolinas. What you'll find in Moon Coastal Carolinas: Expert coverage from local author and born-and-bred southerner Jim Morekis. From climbing lighthouses in the Outer Banks to eating shrimp and grits in Charleston, Jim brings you
his favorite things to do in the Coastal Carolinas. Full-color, vibrant photos and detailed directions and maps for exploring on your own In-depth coverage of The Outer Banks, North Carolina Central Coast, Charleston, Myrtle Beach and the Grand Strand, Wilmington and Cape Fear, South Carolina Low Country Strategic itineraries in an easy-to-navigate format, such as "The Best of the Coastal Carolinas", "Coastal Carolinas for Couples", and "African
American Heritage" Activities and ideas for every traveler: Sample seafood (fried, grilled, or boiled) from Elizabeth City to Port Royal, but don't forget about the barbecue! Relax on the beach or explore the hundreds of windswept waterways by boat or kayak. Go hang-gliding for a shot of adventure, or go bird-watching and enjoy nature's stillness. See the historic sights of Charleston, the site of humankind's first flight at Kittyhawk, or just breathe in that
salty sea air Current background information on the landscape, culture, history, and environment Tips for travelers on health and safety, recreation, transportation, and accommodation With Moon Coastal Carolinas' practical tips, myriad activities, and an insider's view on the best things to do and see, you can plan your trip your way. Heading inland? Try Moon South Carolina or Moon North Carolina! Looking for an adventure on the open road? Check out
Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip.
Never underestimate the power of friendship. When Colie goes to spend the summer at the beach, she doesn’t expect much. But Colie didn’t count on meeting Morgan and Isabel. Through them, she learns what true friendship is all about, and finally starts to realize her potential. And that just might open the door to her first chance at love. . . . “A down-to-earth Cinderella story. . . captures that special feeling.” —The New York Post Also by Sarah Dessen:
Along for the Ride Dreamland Just Listen Lock and Key The Moon and More Someone Like You That Summer This Lullaby The Truth About Forever What Happened to Goodbye
Charity White can't forget the horrific crime that happened ten years ago when she and her best friend, Andrea, spontaneously cut through the woods on their way home from high school. In the middle of their trek, a man abducted Andrea, who hasn't been seen since. Since that fateful day, Charity has tried to outrun the memories and guilt of that one hasty decision. What if she and her friend hadn't taken that shortcut? Why wasn't Charity taken instead
of Andrea? And why weren't the police ever able to track down the bad guy? When Charity receives a mysterious letter that promises answers, she decides to face her worst nightmare. She returns home to North Carolina in search of closure and a touch of the peace that has eluded her for the past decade. With the help of her new neighbor, Police Officer Joshua Haven, Charity begins to track down mysterious clues. They soon discover that they must
work together or both of them will be swallowed by the looming darkness.
Detective Carolina Moon is back in another case that has victims piling up. The media already deemed the killer Casanova. Carolina wants to end that, to end the fear that runs through the women of the city she loves and protects. But as Carolina and Detective Artinely dig deeper, they see there is something more to the killer's past that is spurring him to kill. Carolina also has other things on her mind. She's studying for the Lieutenant exam and isn't
sure if she wants to be a lieutenant. But Lt. Masterson assures her all is good. But once she confirms her news to Austin and Lt. Masterson, her life may be changing in more ways than she was hoping.
Gender, Eros, and Ecstasy in Urdu Poetry
Moon North Carolina
Keeping the Moon
With the Outer Banks
A Novel
With her wedding a mere two months away, Detective Carolina Moon starts getting a string of murders. The target? Those involved in any way with weddings. The first one starting with a little girl that gives the realization there is more going on that digs deeper into other families. With the help of newbie Detective Artinley, Austin, and others, Carolina hits the ground running on finding out despises weddings to the point of murder.
SANCTUARY Successful photographer Jo Ellen Hathaway thought she'd escaped the house called Sanctuary long ago. She'd spent her loneliest years there after the sudden, shattering disappearance of her mother. But now someone is sending Jo strange, candid pictures, culminating in the most shocking portrait of all - a photo of her mother, naked, beautiful and dead. Jo returns home to face her bitterly estranged family, only to find an unexpected chance for happiness in the form of architect Nathan Delaney. But while Jo and Nathan hope to lay the past to rest, a sinister presence is
watching from the shadows. And Jo will soon learn there is no peace at Sanctuary . . . CAROLINA MOON Tory Bodeen grew up in a small, rundown house where her father ruled with an iron fist and a leather belt. But she had Hope, who lived in the big house nearby, whose friendship allowed Tory to be the girl she wanted to be - the girl she could never be at home. But when Hope is brutally killed one terrible night, Tory's life falls apart. Now Tory has returned to her home town, determined to put the nightmare behind her and settle down to a fresh life. Forging a bond with Hope's
brother Cade, she wonders if their shared loss will unite them or drive them apart. Either way, she's willing to open her heart, just a little, and try. But living so close to those unhappy memories is more difficult and dangerous than she ever expected. Because Hope's killer is still free - and has been waiting patiently for Tory's return...
Carolina Moon is a baby calf who is like no other. From the moment she begins to grow inside her mama, she is curious about the voices she can hear and where they are coming from. This is just the beginning. After she is born, she is showered with love from her cow family and her human family. This book is put at a second grade reading level, but I've seen grown adults read it and have a tear in their eyes, or laugh out loud. Depends on what's happening in the story at that time. It's perfect for anyone. A beginning reader or even someone who wants to escape reality for awhile. It not
only raises questions from kids to their parents, but it could bring a question or two to any adult who reads it solo. BONUS: Read it with your kids. The discussions you have will literally amaze you.
Salty air and the promise of adventure: answer the call of the ocean with Moon North Carolina Coast. Inside you'll find: Strategic itineraries, from a weekend getaway to the Outer Banks to a week covering the whole coast, designed for beach bums, outdoor adventurers, history buffs, families, and more The top sights and unique experiences: Visit the North Carolina Aquarium, explore a Civil War fort, discover the remains of sunken pirate ships, or climb to the top of a historic lighthouse. Order the catch of the day at a local fish shack, sample fresh oysters, or indulge in some
authentic North Carolina barbecue. Relax on a sandy beach, spot wild horses on the shore, and watch the sun set over the glittering Atlantic Outdoor adventures: Kayak through misty marshes, take a moonlight paddling tour of a wildlife refuge, surf the powerful swells, or hike the largest sand dune on the East Coast The best beaches for your trip, with lists of the top spots for sunbathing, water sports, wildlife viewing, solitude, and more Honest insight from North Carolina local Jason Frye on when to go, where to eat, and where to stay, from rugged campgrounds to historic inns Fullcolor photos and detailed maps throughout Thorough background on North Carolina's culture, environment, wildlife, and history With Moon North Carolina Coast's diverse activities and local perspective, you can plan your trip your way. Exploring inland? Check out Moon North Carolina. Hitting the road? Try Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip.
New Heights in Colorado Cooking
The Adventures of Carolina Moon
Masquerade
Hide and Seek
Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip
When the bodies start piling up, Detective Moon is feeling the pressure by her Lieutenant to get the case solved. Between her partner acting strange and Austin, her boyfriend on the K9 team, secrets unravel around her and those of her past. The murders resemble a case that is with the FBI. Carolina decides to bring in her friend, Ally from the FBI. The truth is realized and Carolina knows the killer is close by. As Carolina unravels her past and the
people close to her, she must do what she can to catch the killer before he kills again.
Contained within these pages are the true-life stories of an African American family conditioned by racism, but inspired by love, heartbreak, courage and resilience, told through the eyes of a daughter. There are extraordinary narratives about ordinary, and some not so ordinary people, that you may not have ever heard. If these stories were accessible to you, wouldn’t you want to hear them? For instance, like the expression of art, or the art of
conversation where participants share information. If not, would this mean that these narratives aren’t entertaining or valid? I am the descendent of African Slaves from South Carolina, but eminence before that. This information was not included in my educational curriculum growing up in the United States, I had to find it out for myself. In a quest for additional knowledge and understanding, thereof. I have journeyed back to Africa, traveled abroad
to Europe, visited California, Mexico, and several Caribbean Islands including but not limited to Barbados and Puerto Rico. What I found was Myself. These stories emerge and continue to influence my world view, unknowingly to many, an original view. As a former English Professor, and writer, it is my mission to recount such stories adding splendor and authenticity to the fabric of world history.
Moving in with the grandfather she never knew after the death of her mother, 17-year-old Emily witnesses bizarre supernatural activities in her new North Carolina community while befriending its remarkable residents. By the author of The Sugar Queen. Reprint.
Recounts the author's experiences growing up as a deaf person in Iron Mine, North Carolina, from the 1920s through the 1940s, and describes life at a residential school for black deaf and blind students as both a student and a teacher.
With Shenandoah & Great Smoky Mountains National Parks
Sing with Me Brennan - My Carolina Moon
Carolina Moonset
Moon North Carolina Coast
A Collection of Poems and Short Stories from Me to You
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